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YEARS IN BUSINESS
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40 YEARS & COUNTING
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ARCHETYPAL BRANDING

The Benefits

Fuel 
recognition

Make big ideas 
and meaning 

accessible

Amplify 
differentiation

As a result, 
SALES



EVERY DAY, CARE
HOW ONE BRAND CONNECTED WITH THE HEARTS OF THEIR AUDIENCE
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MOTIVATING BEHAVIOR

Stories are experiencing a surge in 
popularity within the marketing 
industry. 

• "It’s the most exciting time in history 
to be a storyteller.”
Jason Zada, “The Forest”

• “Content marketing is moving toward
a Zen state of storytelling.”
Greg Hadden, Executive Creative Director at Motive

• “The best brands are built on great stories.”
Ian Rowden, Chief Marketing Officer, Virgin Group
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But telling a good story isn’t good enough.

Brands spend millions to tell good, even great stories, but many of them struggle 
to connect with their audience. 

Sometimes, it’s because they’re telling the wrong story. 
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But how do you find the motivation? 

How do you know whether a story 
connects with that motivation? 

The answer lies in archetypes.
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People have always told stories. 

But more recently, people have begun to study them. And storytellers, researchers, 
and psychologists started noticing something interesting: many of them, at their core, 
are the same. They contain characters that may look different, but underneath are 
strikingly similar. 
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These universal characters 
are sometimes called 
“archetypes.”
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People are drawn to brands 
who seem to tell their story. 
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At Pathfinders, we use 
archetypes to tell stories. 
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“Love your neighbor as yourself.”

protect people 
from harm

DESIRE
help others

GOAL
compassion, 
generosity

GIFT

selfishness, 
ingratitude

FEAR
do things for 

others

STRATEGY
martyrdom of self, 

entrapment

TRAP

SHADOW: martyrdom, enabling, guilt-tripping

LEVELS

CALL: seeing someone in need

1: caring for and nurturing one’s dependents
2: balancing self-care with care for others 
3: altruism, concern for the larger world 

KNOWN AS

PROTECT PEOPLE

caretaker
altruist
saint

parent
helper
supporter 



SHADOW: martyrdom, enabling, guilt-tripping

1: caring for and nurturing one’s dependents
2: balancing self-care with care for others 
3: altruism, concern for the larger world 

caretaker
altruist
saint

parent
helper
supporter 
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MAY BE A GOOD 
IDENTITY FOR YOUR 
BRAND IF…

you are associated 
with nurturance 

customer service 
provides the 
competitive 
advantage. 

you’re in the health 
care, education, 
and other 
caregiving fields 

you help people 
stay connected with 
and care about one 
another 

you’re involved in 
non-profit causes 
and charitable 
activities 

you provide support 
to families 

you help people 
care for themselves 
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But what about other 
archetypes? 

What about those who don’t resonate 
with the Caregiver archetype? Do 
laundry appliances always lend 
themselves to a Caregiver archetype? 

Introducing Maytag, a Ruler brand. 
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BUILDING BRANDS

Great Brands Are Managed, 
Not Born. 

Nike’s success comes telling the right 
story every single time. It’s how all 
good brands work. 

They must be given time to work 
themselves into the audiences’ 
minds and hearts.





Explorer

Everyman

Creator

Outlaw
Lover

Sage

Innocent

RulerCaregiver
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recognition
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and meaning 
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As a result, 
SALES
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Key Takeaway #1

When we say a company is a 
RULER or a CAREGIVER, then we 

mean the people who engage 
with that brand have a RULER or 

CAREGIVER motivation (i.e. to 
create prosperity and success or 

to help others)
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Key Takeaway #2

Once and archetype is assigned, be 
careful not to think of them in only 
one way. This may be their primary 

motivation, but you can still be 
funny, serious, caring, stern, etc. 

What you need to do is 
find your voice.



QUESTIONS?



THANK YOU

pathfind.com/hero

To download the presentation and schedule
a FREE 30-minute marketing consultation, please visit


